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The background of study was a very crucial question, the answer to which 
was the base of search for the future of Sanand (a medium size town in 
India). The question is “ What kind of life are we having in cities today ? “. 
Streets are the best places to look for and understand the life existing in any 
city, they bind the city as one entity as the branches connecting every leaf of 
the tree. Streets today are places which are designed for the “non living” i.e 
the motorised modes of travel. Where the historic human noises have been 
replaced by irritating noise of horns, where Walking the base of human 
movement, human observation and learning is hidden due to the huge 
motorised modes, where we are feeding killer modes for movement, where 
we no longer see elders and children’s, where we no longer see human 
smiles, human affection, human interaction. Are these the cities we are able 
to achieve by years of city evolution and development ? We got the answer 
of question - The existing urban areas can’t be mistaken as cities. They are 
not cities.!!
With this, the search for understanding “what is a city ?“ started along with 
the search for future of Sanand. Sanand, a growth centre of “Ahmedabad”, 
the economic capital of Gujarat state in India, a city with 44,000 humans 
living in it, a city at heart of which we have 3 lakes which could be the 
potential life of city. The focus on city began due to 3 major reasons, which 
are the increasing industrial activity in the town, the growing land prices and 
the present haphazard growth. The city has 2 faces - one of which is the 
historic, lively, human friendly, vibrant Gamtal (Oldest area of town - located 
at its centre) and the other is the Boring, dead sprawled area outside 
Gamtal. The area outside Gamtal is not liveable, the reason is, it was never 
made for human life, it was made for comfort and convenience of Cars. The 
area has beautiful dead walls adjacent to which we have smiling cars 
parked, we have endless boring streets with hierarchy according to cars, 
there lies a disconnect between built form and streets - the connect which is 
the basis of social interaction and cohesive community. Further concerns 
which the city is facing are the rising levels of inequity - where some have 
the luxury to fly, aspire, dream. What about others ? !!
To emphasise on the importance of concerns addressed above, we want to 
highlight it is not only we who are expressing discontent over present 
modern planning but also the great Indian Architect Planner Balakrisha V 
Doshi says “Eventually in all over the country except these monuments 
nothing will be there no trace, we will have only roads for cars, parking, 
hawkers because that’s how we eat and celebrate and rooms which are 
shelter which might be luxurious and that’s all because now we want  to be 
alone isolated enjoy yourself, socially relevant architecture we don't have 
any more, we don't have any public realm “.!!
Surprisingly the weakness of the area outside the Gamtal becomes the 
strength of Gamtal, where streets are places where life flourishes, where the 
built and open are in constant interaction, where the boundaries between 
public and private is blurred. Gamtal has a unique character of its own the 
reason of which is the time when it has come to existence, i.e before the 
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advent of motor vehicles, when humans were the prime focus in city 
planning and design. For this reason It was very important to understand the 
life of Gamtal. After residing for a month at a rented shop on one of the 
oldest market streets of Sanand, we had the luxury of interacting and 
understanding many citizens daily. The first day, they used to find their 
homes on the plan of Sanand we had and then the next day they used 
interact about the issues and what they don't want Sanand to become. This 
extensive interaction with people of Sanand brought forward what makes the 
soul “the Gamtal" so people friendly. The nerves of the city, the streets had 
something which made the city a place where we loved to be. The 
ingredients which the streets had can be divided into the following 3 major 
heads -!!
The first one is valuing, contributing and ownership on streets, the people in 
Gamtal valued the streets, they tried to extend their outreach on street, the 
buildings were on the edge with overhanging balconies was a gesture of it, 
the market street were like a exhibition space where people displayed what 
they wanted to offer, this added to the vibrancy and details on the street, 
people felt ownership of the street where in residential areas clothes were 
dried on street, people on Otla (the semipublic space of house) space 
always exchanging their thoughts while doing daily work. !!
The second head and perhaps the most important tool of physical design of 
street which modern planning has lost is “ Human Scale “. At the streets of 
Gamtal a person walking would feel he is moving fast, where he has shade 
from the buildings on the narrow street, where steps leading to shops 
provide places to rest for him, where add boards are such that he can read 
conveniently, where exits the most comfortable form of shopping, which is 
the take away shopping, where you stop buy and move, where the ratio of 
plot sizes to width of street add to detail and frequency of changes on street, 
where a person moves at a speed at which he observes the environment 
nearby, he interacts with people nearby, where he learns with every step 
which he takes forward. Gamtal is a ultimate example of how human friendly 
spaces are  cultivating the development of citizens. But at present the 
Gamtal is facing neglect due to the growing auto boom, where the focus is 
how to make car reach everywhere. !!
The last head is the intense social interaction which existed in gamtal, the 
people had a great deal of trust on eachother, this high social capital was the 
backbone of gamtal’s existence. The reason for this high social capital is the 
social interaction which existed, where the streets offer places to pause and 
interact with people nearby, where the otla’s (semipublic space of a house) 
pull people out of the home to interact with the neighbouring and passer by, 
where activity generators like tea stalls are like the magnets which pull 
people dispersed all over Gamtal, to meet, see, talk with each other. !!
However at present there are 3 major threats facing Gamtal, the first one is 
parking which taking aways peoples learning grounds, people’s streets form 
them. The second one is the current regulations which have made a 
boundary around Gamtal, a limit to the growth of it. Gamtal has a growth 
form which is not haphazard, it is a form which has come to existence from 
the consensus of people whose life depend on it. The third and the last one 
is the growing threat to diversity of gamtal, where there are increasing trends 
of segregation of housing based on income group, caste, employment, 
ethnicity, native/ migrant is seen. This threat to diversity is a threat to the 
learning culture thats flourishes in Gamtal. A culture where a person walking 
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back home from work, stops when some known faces greet him with a smile 
at a node on street. It at this point when he shares his doubts, his learnings, 
his knowledge with others, a way by which everyone is helping in the  
development of  each other.!!
With the quest of understanding the life of people in Sanand continued the 
quest of understanding what is a city ? The readings of historic writings on 
cities by great urban thinkers like Patrick Geddes, Lewis Mumford, Jane 
Jacobs, Jan Gehl,  Emily Talen helped in developing values, which can 
serve as a base for Sanand. This brought us to our 4 core values - !!
The first one is emphasising the importance of social functions of city, which 
had a great importance a century earlier but in the past 100 years the focus 
has shifted to having great emphasis on physical planning, dealing with 
issues of traffic, physical organisation but the essential social nucleus of 
cities  is considered a job of government or NGO’s. This neglect for years 
has brought us to cities of today, where social life has no place. We believe 
as Lewis Mumford believed that “Cities are theatres of social action“. Where 
humans interact, share and progress with each other. !!
The second one is the importance of incremental planning, today things are 
planned at a shot, Sanand’s previous development plan, planned 16 times 
the area of Gamtal. where Gamtal itself took years to be to evolve to its 
present form. Incremental planning allows consensus building, it involves 
people, it continuously upgrades and updates. The result of it is a city form 
which is interesting and liveable. !!
The third one is a answer to question-why are cars a destroyer of our cities ? 
It is cars needs and humans needs which can never match, as both of them 
has a different scale and size. While if we make streets in car scale, human 
scale cant exist, and if we make streets in human scale car scale cant exist. 
Since years we are trying fit humans in elephants clothes but it is not 
possible to fit them in that. This approach has lead to a growing compromise 
of the needs of humans for cars. Today humans are forced to walk on a 
corner of street where they are forced to inhale the deadly smoke by 1000’s 
of motor vehicles. Why should they compromise their lives for cars? !!
The fourth and perhaps the most important core value is How much to plan ? 
Can planners plan for 44,000 people’s life or planners should help facilitate 
the 44,000 plan. The Gamtal of Sanand had the luxury of time where its 
evolution in its current form was gradual, involving consensus of all people 
who are impacted by it, where elders played the role of planners as 
consensus drivers. But today the rapidness in the growth has eliminated the 
role of elders that is where planners come to picture. Elders were needed in 
as consensus drivers because there is some one needed who is observing 
the city as a whole and not as parts which are seen by individual people. 
The planners today have the same role they need to see the whole and help 
people to plan their parts. This unique approach today is vanished by 
dictatorial planning where a planner decides for 44,000 people.!!
All these values together with the learnings from the Gamtal of Sanand 
emerges our vision which is making Sanand a city where the the human 
development is the prime focus and the economic function of the city is just 
one of need so that humans can develop themselves. Looking forward to the 
approach which can take us closer to the vision. The first question which 
arises How to have human development in cities ? Cities are places where 
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people of varied income groups, ethnicity, castes, occupational background 
agglomerate. Cities are the perfect places for humans to broaden their 
horizons, breaking down the narrowness of minds and develop thmselves. If 
the physical form can enhance opportunities of exchanges between these 
diverse people, then the great exercise of human development in world 
starts as never before world has seen so many people living in Cities. The 
question which comes now is how to make this diversity exist? Diverse 
people will tend to have diverse needs, which means diverse choices for 
residence, workplace, recreation. If we by physical form of city are able 
provide these choice in every single area then diversity can for sure exist. 
Now with the existence of diversity if we have opportunities for diverse social 
exchanges, high density to facilitate these exchanges and as all are humans 
so human scale to provide environment for these exchanges to take place. 
This brings us closer to our vision now human development seems 
achievable.!!
In taking Sanand to the path of human development mentioned above the 
first question which comes is how much urban land use should we have ? it 
important to see to this question because after a limit, increase in scale and 
size of city tends to decrease the efficiency of functions which it has to carry 
out. Particularly the achievement of our vision dilutes after that. Due to this 
there is a need to limit the scale of the city. One of the best ways to restrict it 
is to restrict the mode usage in a city. Why were all historic walking cities of 
a particular scale ? the answer is walking which by itself restricted the scale 
of city. So in Sanand restricting modes is very crucial for achievement of 
vision.!!
Now we’ll go by a step by step approach to achieve the goal.!!
Step 1 - The first is determining the future population in Sanand and the 
Location of future population. Here building a strong centre of the city 
becomes very important for the mode restriction to be fruitful. Following the 
existing CBD in Gamtal as centre we try to incentivising development 
towards the north west of Gamtal which at present is least developed.!!
Step 2 - When it comes on how much to plan. we have come to 3 levels of 
planning which are needed as per a planners view of city as whole. The first 
one is City level, the second one is Neighbourhood level and the last one 
which we use as a tool form involving people, as a tool to bring all the above 
levels plans on ground is the colony level. To avoid the development of 
access as a encouragement of sprawl we have adopted a approach where 
the plan will be ready but can have 10- 20% of variations as per the colony 
level planning and will come to existence as colony’s exist.!!
Step 3 - The soul of the planning of Sanand which makes the dream of 
vision a reality are the road blocks. These are land parcels of 500m radius 
from centre to the edge which are surrounded by roads from all sides, on 
these roads motorised vehicles are allowed while the roads inside the road 
block are completely non motorised. These non motorised streets will be the 
stage for development of citizens. A combinations of 9 road blockS 
surrounding Gamtal forms the future city plan of Sanand. It is inside these 
road blocks where regulations are used as a tool to facilitate organic 
consensus building and bringing to existence the crucial social exchange 
nodes the streets.!!
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Step 4 - In order to look at what can the regulations manifest into, we tried 
making a model of one road block, which would be one of millions of 
arrangements possible. The emerged road block where we have high rises 
on the periphery of road block facing the motorised roads, where inside the 
road block large plots are allowed due to the emphasis given to l/b ratio of 
plots which bring out a detailed active pedestrian environment. Along with 
this mixed use is allowed on all road greater than the width of 5m for active 
streets throughout the day. Further all amenities are located at the centre of 
road block and neighbourhood to build the importance of centre as a 
gathering, knowledge exchanging place. Almost at every junction a provision 
of open space of the scale of the number of people converging at junction is 
made by regulations. Further a height restriction of g+3 is made on every 
building inside road block. to allow the human scale to flourish.!
 !
Now let us try to see how have we achieved the vision, If we even see a 
single block of streets in the model of a complete road block there exists a 
variety of plot sizes which are crucial for accommodating diverse needs, the 
idea of developing street nodes as the human development hubs of the city 
providing easy opportunities of exchanges, the emphasis on human scale 
inside the road block to facility human friendly environment, the building of 
strong centre to pull people towards and encouraging even greater 
interaction between diverse groups of people, last but the most important 
one is going beyond the thought of motor vehicle problem in a city making 
non motorised walkable road blocks.!!
While all these ideas are still at building stage requiring further detailed 
research and focus on the years to come. But the issues raised, the values 
laid and the eye openers are a much needed boost for a shift from an 
approach where cars are not leaving our minds. We need to forget cars and 
just concentrate on people, know them, understand them and facilitate them 
to plan a environment where they would love to be.!
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